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Automatic S-Wave Picker for Local Earthquake Tomography

by T. Diehl,* N. Deichmann, E. Kissling, and S. Husen

Abstract High-resolution seismic tomography at local and regional scales requires
large and consistent sets of arrival-time data. Algorithms combining accurate pick-
ing with an automated quality classification can be used for repicking waveforms
and compiling large arrival-time data sets suitable for tomographic inversion.
S-wave velocities represent a key parameter for petrological interpretation, improved
hypocenter determination, as well as for seismic hazard models. In our approach, we
combine three commonly used phase detection and picking methods in a robust
S-wave picking procedure. Information from the different techniques provides an
in situ estimate of timing uncertainty and of the reliability of the automatic phase
identification. Automatic picks are compared against manually picked reference picks
of selected earthquakes in the Alpine region. The average accuracy of automatic picks
and their classification is comparable with the reference picks, although a higher
number of picks is downgraded to lower quality classes by the automatic picker.
In the production-mode, we apply the picker to a data set of 552 earthquakes in
the Alps recorded at epicentral distances ≤150 km. The resulting data set includes
about 2500 S phases with an upper error bound of 0.27 sec.

Online Material: Details on the proposed automatic S-wave picking algorithm.

Introduction

Resolution and reliability of travel-time-based inversion
techniques, like tomography and hypocenter determination,
depend strongly on the consistency of the available arrival
times. Because of an increasing number of available digital
waveform data, modern repicking algorithms represent a
possibility to derive consistent and large sets of arrival-time
data. Because quality assessment is crucial for tomography
applications, it represents an essential component of any
automatic algorithm. Recent studies with repicked and auto-
matically weighted P-phase data in Italy (Di Stefano et al.,
2006) and within the Alpine orogen (Diehl et al., 2009)
demonstrated the significant gain of resolution and reliability
for tomographic velocity models at local to regional scales.

In terms of composition and physical state of the
lithosphere, additional S-wave velocity models represent
one of the key parameters. Independent measures of
P- and S-wave velocities allow, for instance, the computation
of the VP=VS ratio, which is proportional to the Poisson’s
ratio (Holbrook et al., 1992; Christensen, 1996), and allow
also better estimates on subsurface temperature (Goes et al.,
2000). Therefore, the quality weighted automated repick-
ing of S waves represents the next step towards three-
dimensional petrological models derived from seismic

tomography. In addition, appropriate S-wave models and re-
liable S arrivals add important constraints to the earthquake
location problem; in particular, focal depth depends critically
on the use of S arrivals as demonstrated, for example, by
Gomberg et al. (1990).

Onset determination of S waves, however, is difficult
due to the character of the later arriving shear wave as de-
scribed in the Ⓔ supplement that is available in the electro-
nic edition of BSSA. Even manual picking and phase identifi-
cation is often uncertain, especially at larger epicentral
distances. On the other hand, we can make use of the char-
acteristics of an S wave by exploiting the information of
three-component (3C) recordings. The product of different
polarization filters applied to a 3C recording, as presented
by Cichowicz (1993), combines the major characteristics
of an S-wave arrival into one single characteristic function
(CF). Such a CF can be used for detection and picking of
S phases because it is not sensitive to P phases. However,
the method described by Cichowicz strongly depends on
the assumption that incidence angle φ and back azimuth
β can be derived from polarization analysis of the incoming
P wave and that the S wave is linearly polarized.

Wang and Teng (1997) combined the approach of
Cichowicz (1993) with additional S-wave attributes, like a
change of autoregressive (AR) coefficients and the compar-
ison of a short-term average (STA) against a long-term
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average (LTA). They use a pattern recognition technique to
identify and pick S waves. A similar combined approach is
used by Bai and Kennett (2000) to detect and identify re-
gional P and S phases in 3C seismograms. They implement
a polarization analysis based on complex traces derived from
the Hilbert transform of the real part of the signal. The meth-
od proposed by Akazawa (2004) includes an iterative appli-
cation of envelope functions, STA/LTA detectors, and AR
picking algorithms based on the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) (Akaike, 1973). Although these combined approaches
result in high-detection rates and acceptable accuracy, they
do not provide any uncertainty estimate of identification
and timing, which is required for travel-time inversions.

In our approach we combine an S-wave detector similar
to Cichowicz (1993) with an STA/LTA detector, which is ap-
plied to the original horizontal components and which, there-
fore, does not require a correct rotation of components. In
addition, a predictive AR-AIC picking algorithm is used
on single (original and rotated) components and on a com-
bination of both horizontal components as described, for
example, in Takanami and Kitagawa (1991) or Leonard
and Kennett (1999). The information provided by the differ-
ent picking techniques are combined to yield robust S-wave
arrival times and are used to derive in situ estimates of the
uncertainty and quality of the corresponding phase pick. We
apply our S-wave picking approach to a data set of 3C record-
ings of local earthquakes in the Alpine region. Because our
approach should mimic the manual picks of an analyst, a
consistently hand picked reference data set is used to cali-
brate the parameters and to check the performance of the
automatic picker in terms of accuracy and quality assess-
ment. Subsequently, the calibrated picker is applied in the
production mode to a data set of 552 events.

Combined Picking Approach

For stable and reliable S-wave picking, different S-wave
attributes have to be combined. Our approach to an automatic
S picker is based on three different detection and picking
methods as summarized in the flow chart of Figure 1. An
STA/LTA energy detector and a polarization detector are used
to identify the first arriving S phase. The information pro-
vided by the detectors is used to setup the search windows
of the AR-AIC picker. Finally, information from the detectors
and AR-AIC picker is combined to yield the arrival-time tSme

of the first arriving S phase and its corresponding uncertainty
interval defined by tSlo and tSup.

As minimum a priori information, the presented picking
procedure requires an existing P-phase pick tPobs (hand
picked or high-quality automatic pick) and a predicted
S-arrival time tSpre (theoretical arrival time in an appropriate
regional velocity model, usually one-dimensional P-wave
velocities divided by a constant VP=VS ratio). Prior to
any application, each component of the combined picking
approach has to be calibrated with a set of reference S picks

by a trial-and-error procedure as demonstrated in the Calibra-
tion and Test-Mode section.

In the following paragraphs we describe the basic
principles of the detectors, the AR-AIC picker, and the quality
assessment. Ⓔ More detailed documentation on the metho-
dology is presented in a supplement in the electronic edition
of BSSA. Figures, tables, and equations provided in the sup-
plement are indicated by the prefix “S.” To facilitate the
reader’s orientation, the most important variables used in
the following description are summarized in the glossary
of Table 1.

STA/LTA Detector

The STA/LTA picker represents a very common and sim-
ple technique for phase detection. It is implemented in many
online-detection algorithms, and its principles are described,
for example, by Allen (1978, 1982), Berger and Sax (1980),
or Ruud and Husebye (1992). Detectors based on STA/LTA
are mainly sensitive to a change in amplitude (energy); and
therefore discrimination between P and S phases is critical,
even if applied only to horizontal components. In our
implementation, we calculate running STAs and LTAs from
the originally horizontal components (E and N), as described
in theⒺ supplement that is available in the electronic edition
of BSSA. The lengths of short-term (Δst) and long-term (Δlt)
average windows basically control the resolution of the CF of
the STA/LTA detector and have to be determined in the cali-
bration procedure. To restrict the detection to possible S
phases, we have to ensure that no P wave is present in
the S-detection window. The proposed setup of the S-phase
search windows uses tPobs and tSpre to determine a first
coarse S-picking window. The coarse S window is used to

Figure 1. Flow chart of proposed automatic S-wave picking ap-
proach. The procedure requires a priori information on the P-wave
arrival time tPobs and on the predicted S-arrival time tSpre. Informa-
tion provided by detectors are used to setup the search windows of
the AR-AIC picker and for automatic quality assessment. See Table 1
for further description of variables.
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determine the position of the maximum horizontal amplitude
yMHA at time tMHA as illustrated in Figure 2. We expect the
actual S-phase onset to occur certainly prior to tMHA; and
therefore the lower and upper end of the search window
(SW1 and SW2, respectively) can be determined from the
position of tPobs and tMHA as described in theⒺ supplement
that is available in the electronic edition of BSSA. The pick-
ing algorithm applied to the characteristic STA/LTA function
within the search window is similar to the method proposed
by Baer and Kradolfer (1987). We extended their threshold-

based method by a minimum-picking approach also sug-
gested by Cichowicz (1993), where a (global) minimum
of the CF prior to the threshold-based pick is determined.
The threshold thr1 is determined from the standard deviation
σ1 of the STA/LTA function within the search window as de-
scribed in the Ⓔ supplement available in the electronic edi-
tion of BSSA. A pick is declared if the actual STA/LTA
exceeds the threshold thr1 and remains above the threshold
for a minimum time tup. To account for roughness and sin-
gularities present in CFs derived from complex seismic

Table 1
Glossary of the Most Important Variables Used and Returned by the Different Detectors and Pickers

Variable Description

General Variables
tPobs Time of a priori (known) P arrival (e.g., from high-quality autopick)
tSpre Time of predicted S arrival (e.g., from velocity model)
tMHA Time of maximum horizontal amplitude yMHA

tSme Time of final automatic S pick (from quality assessment)
tSup Time of upper bound of error interval (from quality assessment)
tSlo Time of lower bound of error interval (from quality assessment)
Variables Used/Returned by STA/LTA Detector
tSthr1 Time of threshold-based STA/LTA S pick (latest possible)
tSmin 1 Time of minimum-based STA/LTA S pick (earliest possible)
Variables Used/Returned by Polarization Detector
tSthr2 Time of threshold-based polarization S pick (latest possible)
tSmin 2 Time of minimum-based polarization S pick (earliest possible)
Variables Used/Returned for AR-AIC Picker
tAC Time of initial pick for AIC configuration (from detectors or tSpre)
AICC AIC function for component C (C � N, E, T, Q, or H); H � E� N

tSAC Time of AIC minimum for component C (C � N, E, T, Q, or H)
tSeC Time of earliest possible AIC pick for component C
tSlC Time of latest possible AIC pick for component C

Figure 2. Combined STA/LTA approach used for S-wave detection on horizontal components. Black solid curves represent the
Wood–Anderson filtered 3C seismograms (amplitudes normalized by station maximum) of a local earthquake in Switzerland (ML 3:1,
focal depth of 9 km). The gray shaded trace denotes the combined STA/LTA ratio derived from N and E components. tPobs represents
the known P-arrival time, and tSpre indicates the position of theoretical S arrival predicted from a regional one-dimensional model.
The dashed horizontal line denotes the dynamic threshold thr1 for the picking algorithm. The S-wave arrival time based on the
STA/LTA detector in the potential S window (SW1 to SW2) is most likely located in the interval between tSmin 1 (minimum pick) and
tSthr1 (threshold pick). See the text and Table 1 for further description.
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signals, Baer and Kradolfer (1987) introduced the additional
parameter tdw. The pick flag is not cleared if the CF drops
below the threshold for a time interval less than tdw. Values
for tup and tdw are determined in the calibration procedure.
The corresponding threshold-based pick in Figure 2 is repre-
sented by tSthr1.

Our minimum-picking approach determines the mini-
mum value of the CF prior to tSthr1 and is equivalent to a
delay correction usually necessary for threshold-based picks.
The corresponding minimum pick is represented by tSmin 1 in
Figure 2. Ⓔ Further details on the minimum-picking are
provided in the supplement that is available in the electronic
edition of BSSA.

Polarization Detector

Polarization filters as described, for example, by Flinn
(1965) and Montalbetti and Kanasewich (1970) are com-
monly used to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of seismic
body waves. Rectilinearity (degree of linear polarization)
and directivity of the particle motion are derived from eigen-
value analysis of the covariance matrix over small time inter-
vals. Moreover, these time-domain filter operators can also
be applied for identification of body phases because com-
pressional and shear waves exhibit a high degree of linear
polarization in contrast to any Rayleigh-type wave. For
known azimuth and incidence of the incoming wave field,
directivity of particle motion can be used to distinguish be-
tween compressional and shear waves. Cichowicz (1993)
combined rectilinearity, directivity, and the ratio between
transverse and total energy into one characteristic function
CFS, which is merely sensitive to S-wave energy and omits
all P phases (Pg, PmP, Sp, etc.). The implementation of our
polarization detector is mainly based on the approach of
Cichowicz (1993), and its principles are briefly summarized
in the following paragraphs.

As a first step, we determine the direction ~L of the
incomingPwave.We compute the 3C covariancematrixwith-
in a narrow window around the known first arriving P phase
tPobs. The back azimuth β and the angle of incidence φ are
derived from the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. To separate P from SV
and SH energy, we rotate the observation system defined
by vertical (Z), north–south (N), and east–west (E) component
of the seismometer into a ray-coordinate system defined by
L-, Q-, and T-components (LQT) using rotation angles β
and φ (Plešinger et al., 1986). The L-component coincides
with the principle direction of the P-wave particle motion,
theT-component coincideswith the transverse particlemotion
(SH energy), and the Q-component corresponds to a vector
normal to L and T (SV energy).

Finally,we calculate the directivityD�t�, the rectilinearity
P�t�, the ratio between transverse and total energyH�t�, and a
weighting factorW�t�within a centeredwindow for each sam-
ple of the rotated time series. The length of the polarization
filter used to analyze a seismogram is derived empirically from

the observation-quality qP of the P phase (Ⓔ for further de-
tails on window lengths see the supplement that is available in
the electronic edition of BSSA). The covariance matrix is de-
termined from the centered window for each sample.

Directivity D�t� is defined as the normalized angle be-
tween ~L and eigenvector ~ϵmax corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. The directivity operator
is expected to be close to zero for the first arriving P wave
(~ϵmax parallel to ~L) and close to one for the first arriving S
wave (~ϵmax perpendicular to ~L). Rectilinearity P�t� is calcu-
lated using the formulation of Samson (1977), and it is ex-
pected to be close to one for both first arriving P and S
waves. The ratio between transverse and total energy H�t�
within the centered window is expected to be close to one
for the first arriving S wave and zero for the first arriving
P wave. As an addition to the original method of Cichowicz
(1993), we calculate a weighting factor W�t� for each win-
dow, which accounts for the absolute amplitude within the
centered window with respect to the maximum amplitude
derived from the coarse S window.

The product of the three squared filter operators with the
weighting factor W�t� yields the modified CF for S-wave
detection CFS:

CFS�t� � D2�t�P2�t�H2�t�W�t�: (1)

Figure 3 shows the LQT components of the same local earth-
quake from Figure 2 and the corresponding S-wave operators
D�t�, P�t�, and H�t�. The arrival of the S wave (gray band)
goes along with the simultaneous increase of D�t�, P�t�, and
H�t� and leads to a well-defined signature on CFS.

The picking algorithm applied to CFS is almost identical
to the one used for the STA/LTA detector described pre-
viously. Ⓔ A detailed description of the picking algorithm
can be found in the supplement that is available in the elec-
tronic edition of BSSA. The threshold thr2 for the picker is
derived from the standard deviation and the mean of CFS
within a defined window similar to the procedure proposed
by Cichowicz (1993). An additional water level term cw was
introduced, which stabilizes the picking in case of a large
signal-to-noise ratio. Values for cw, tup, and tdw are deter-
mined in the calibration procedure. The threshold-based pick
on CFS is represented by tSthr2 in Figure 3. In addition, we
perform the minimum-picking prior to tSthr2 as described
earlier to account for smaller precursory signals. The position
of the minimum pick is marked as tSmin 2 in Figure 3.
Compared to the actual arrival on the transverse component,
tSthr2 and tSmin 2 are shifted by approximately 0.1 sec to ear-
lier times (Fig. 3). This time shift is caused by the finite
length of the polarization filter. For emergent arrivals the
time shift is less significant.

Autoregressive Picker

AR models are very useful for the analysis of stationary
time series. The nonstationary character of seismic signals
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can be approximated by dividing a time series into locally
stationary segments each modeled as an AR process
(Kitagawa and Akaike, 1978). Because the corresponding
models are expected to be different before and after the ar-
rival of a signal, such AR models can be used to automat-
ically pick the arrival time of seismic phases by finding
the time that attains the minimum AIC (Akaike, 1973) value
of a locally stationary AR model.

Theory and implementation of different AR-AIC picking
algorithms are described, for example, in Takanami and
Kitagawa (1991), Leonard and Kennett (1999), or Sleeman
and van Eck (1999). Although multivariate AR approaches
appear to be slightly more appropriate for robust S-wave
picking (e.g., Takanami and Kitagawa, 1993; Leonard and
Kennett, 1999), the application of the univariate method

to single components (N, E, Q, and T) and combined com-
ponents (E� N) provides additional details about uncer-
tainty of timing and phase identification. Our implemen-
tation is mainly based on the method of Takanami and
Kitagawa (1988), which uses an univariate AR fitting ap-
proach to derive automatic arrival times. Ⓔ A detailed de-
scription of the AR modeling is provided in the supplement
that is available in the electronic edition of BSSA.

In practice, the method of Takanami and Kitagawa
(1988) requires a noise model AICforw

i calculated forward
in time starting at tNS and ending at tSS, assuming the noise
part is included in the window from tNS to tNE as illustrated
in the lower box of Figure 4. In addition, the signal model
AICback

i is calculated backward in time starting at tSE and
ending at tNE, where parts of the signal are expected to

Figure 3. Example for the polarization detector applied to the same local earthquake as in Figure 2. L, Q, and T denote the rotated
components. The corresponding S-wave operators are D�t� (directivity), P�t� (rectilinearity), and H�t� (transverse to total energy ratio). The
uppermost trace represents the amplitude weighted characteristic S-wave function CFS. The arrival of the Swave (gray band) goes along with
the simultaneous increase ofD�t�, P�t�,H�t�, and CFS. Compared to the actual arrival on T, the S-wave detection is shifted by approximately
0.1 sec to earlier times. This time shift is caused by the finite length of the polarization filter. CFS is not affected by the P wave. See the text
and Table 1 for further description.
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be included in the window between tSS and tSE. By simply
adding AICforw

i and AICback
i for common samples of the time

series, we obtain the AICi of the locally stationary AR model.
If imin corresponds to the sample of the minimumAICi value,
then imin � 1 represents the best estimate of the arrival time.
Moreover, AICi from different components can be added to
give combined AIC functions; for example, AICH represents
the sum of the horizontal components N and E. In Figure 4,
the AIC functions have the typical shape with well-developed
minima around the actual onset of the S wave. The AR-AIC
estimated picks tSAQ and tSAT agree very well with the ar-
rival observed on the different components. The onset ap-

pears more impulsive on the T component, which is also
indicated by the sharper minimum on AICT compared to
the one observed on AICQ.

Because of their fundamental concept, predictive
AR-AIC pickers always require an initial pick tAC to set
up a noise model window ΔLN and signal model window
ΔLS separated by the picking windowΔgN �ΔgS (Fig. 4).
Previous implementations of AR-AIC pickers, such as
Sleeman and van Eck (1999) or Akazawa (2004), mainly
use triggers from STA/LTA detectors and fixed window
lengths for this purpose. The quality of AR-AIC pickers,
however, depends strongly on the degree of separation

Figure 4. Example of the AR-AIC picker applied to the same local earthquake as in Figure 2. All amplitudes are trace normalized. The
lower box illustrates the search window configuration centered around tAC. The corresponding univariate AIC functions are shown for the
combination of original E� N components (AICH) and for the rotated components Q (AICQ) and T (AICT). AR-AIC picks tSAQ and tSAT
derived from the minimum on the AIC functions agree very well with the actual arrival of the S wave visible on the seismograms. The
uncertainty of the AR-AIC pick is expressed by the earliest and latest possible arrival times tSeQ, tSeT, tSlQ, and tSlT derived from intersection
of threshold thrAIC (dashed horizontal lines) with the corresponding AIC functions. See the text and Table 1 for further description.
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between noise and signal in the analysis window from tNS to
tSE as discussed by Zhang et al. (2003). This can be critical if
several phases are present within the window (e.g., Pg and
Sg at very short epicentral distances or Sn and Sg at larger
distances). Figures S4 and S5 (Ⓔ available in the supple-
ment in the electronic edition of BSSA) present examples
of such misconfigured AR-AIC search windows.

To avoid such misconfigured windows, minimum a
priori information is required to guide the picker to the cor-
rect phase and to set up the AR-AIC search windows properly.
Ⓔ We implemented a distance-dependent procedure for a
dynamic configuration of AR-AIC search windows as de-
scribed in the supplement that is available in the electronic
edition of BSSA. Basically, tPobs and information from both
detectors are used for AR-AIC configuration at near-by epi-
central distances. For distances ≥ΔAIC1

the AR-AIC config-
uration is mainly based on the predicted arrival time tSpre.
Above ΔAIC3

, the usually weak Sn phase is expected to be
the first arriving S wave. The correct identification requires a
modified setup using information from detectors and tSpre.
Values for ΔAIC1

and ΔAIC3
have to be determined in the

calibration procedure.

Quality Assessment in Combined Approach

Quality assessments implemented in the automatic pick-
ing procedures (Fig. 1) have to provide realistic estimates on
the timing uncertainty of a pick, as well as minimum infor-
mation on actual phase identification. Sophisticated pattern
recognition methods used, for example, by Aldersons (2004)
usually classify the quality of the onset based on wavelet
characteristics in the close vicinity of the automatic pick.
These methods, however, do not yet provide information
on the phase type, in particular if it is a first or later arriving
phase.

Robust uncertainty estimates for automatic S arrivals
can be obtained by combining picking information from dif-
ferent techniques to define the lower tSlo and upper tSup limit
of the error interval. The mean position of this interval
tSme � �tSup � tSlo�=2 is defined as the S-arrival time. In
our approach, the earliest and latest possible pick from the
STA/LTA detector (tSmin 1 and tSthr1), polarization detector
(tSmin 2 and tSthr2), and the different AIC minima (tSAC, with
C � N, E,Q, T, andH) constitute the lower and upper limits
of the corresponding error interval.

In addition, the width of the AIC minimum is usually
related to the quality of the onset. Impulsive wavelets like
the S arrival on the T component in Figure 4 lead to a distinct
AIC minimum, whereas emergent wavelets produce broader
minima (Q component in Fig. 4). The width of the AIC mini-
mum can therefore be used as additional quality information
about the arrival time and is also a good indicator for the
presence of possible precursory phases. We define the ear-
liest possible arrival derived from the AIC function as the first
sample where AIC drops below the threshold thrAIC and the
latest possible arrival as the last sample below thrAIC (see

Fig. 4). Ⓔ The definition of threshold thrAIC is provided
in the supplement that is available in the electronic edition
of BSSA. The corresponding positions of earliest possible
and latest possible arrivals are represented by tSeT, tSeQ,
tSlT , and tSlQ. The usage of the AIC-quality assessment
becomes especially important for appropriate uncertainty
estimates at larger epicentral distances. In the follow-
ing, we define the distance ΔAIC2

above which the AIC
quality assessment is considered for the overall quality
assessment.

Because detectors and components are sensitive to
different phase types in different distance ranges, we set
up four different weighting scenarios based on tests with
the reference data set. Ⓔ The weighting scenarios are de-
scribed in further detail in the supplement that is available
in the electronic edition of BSSA. The basic principles are
summarized in Table 2. The error interval derived from
the appropriate weighting scenario is used to calculate the
mean position of the S-wave arrival and to assign a discrete
quality class according to an a priori user-defined weighting
scheme. Finally, a minimum amplitude signal-to-noise
ratio S2Nmin�m� is defined for each quality class m. If the
signal-to-noise ratio of the current pick is less then
S2Nmin�m�, the pick is downgraded to the next lower quality
class, and its signal-to-noise ratio is checked again for
the new class. Because we expect smaller signal-to-noise
ratios for potential Sn phases, we define different sets of
S2Nmin�m� above and below ΔAIC3

. Figure 5 shows exam-
ples for different automatic S-wave arrival picks and their
corresponding error intervals at local to regional distances
(Ⓔ further examples are provided in Figure S6 in the sup-
plement that is available in the electronic edition to BSSA).
The mean position and the error intervals of the automatic
picks agree very well with the actual S-wave arrival observed
on the seismograms.

Provided that a reliable origin time t0 exists, we can
define an expected S window from the arrival time of the
P phase tPobs, a minimum VP=VS ratio κmin, and a maximum
VP=VS ratio κmax. Assuming a similar ray path for the P
and S waves, the earliest possible S arrival is defined by
Slo � �tPobs � t0�κmin and the latest possible S arrival is de-
fined by Sup � �tPobs � t0�κmax. Automatic picks outside
this expected S window will be rejected. Such a VP=VS filter
reduces the number of mispicks due to phase misidentifica-
tion. Because we expect larger variations in VP=VS for
crustal phases at smaller epicentral distances (major part
of the ray path within a heterogeneous upper crust), we
define different VP=VS ranges above and below ΔAIC3

.

Case Study: Application to the Alpine Region

Before an automatic picker can be applied to a large
(unpicked) data set in a production mode, its performance
has to be tested and compared with a smaller number of
consistent reference hand picks in a test mode as described,
for example, by Di Stefano et al. (2006) and Diehl et al.
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(2009). This procedure also involves the iterative calibra-
tion of the previously described picker components. The
reference data set and the calibration procedure are summar-
ized in the following sections. Subsequently, we present
results of the production mode applied to 552 local
earthquakes in the Alpine region. The waveform data set
used for this case study is described in more detail in
Diehl et al. (2009).

Reference Data Set

Our reference data set consists of 3C recordings of 49
local earthquakes in the greater Alpine region (white stars
in Fig. 6). Because information on sensors and data loggers
were not available for large parts of the data set, the instru-
ment response could not be removed prior to the (reference
as well as automatic) picking process. Sampling rates of the
seismograms used in this study vary between 50 and 250 Hz.
We considered epicentral distances Δepi ≤ 150 km for this
test. Above the 150 km distance, visual identification
and picking S waves becomes rather uncertain; and there-

fore it is difficult to compare manual picks with automatic
picks.

For the reference S picking we considered the original
Z-, N-, and E-components as well as rotated radial and trans-
verse components. Each phase pick is associated with an un-
certainty in timing and phase identification as described in
Diehl et al. (2009). The reference data set features certainly
a higher level of consistency than routinely determined
S-wave picks provided in standard bulletin data. However,
particular quality checks (e.g., Wadati diagrams) were not
performed, and as a consequence the reference data may also
contain some misidentified arrivals.

Table 3 shows the weighting scheme used for reference
S-wave picking and the numbers of reference picks for each
class. From 797 potential Swaves to pick (Δepi ≤ 150 km, 3C
recording, and existing P pick), 609 (76.4%) are classified as
usable qualities (class 0–2). The rest are rejected (class 3).
Ⓔ The estimated average picking uncertainty can be derived
from the number of picks and the uncertainty interval of
each class as described by equation (S17) in the supplement
that is available in the electronic edition of BSSA. If we

Table 2
Summary of Quality Weighting Scenarios

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Epicentral distance Δepi <ΔAIC3
<ΔAIC3

≥ΔAIC3
≥0 km

Expected first S phase Sg Sg Sn any
STA/LTA detection ?* �† ?* —‡

Polarization detection �† —‡ ?* —‡

STA/LTA tSmin 1 X§ Rejected
tSthr1 X§

Polarization tSmin 2 X§

tSthr2 X§

AR-AIC tSAH X§ X§ X§

tSeH O# O# X§

tSlH X§

tSAT x∥ X§ X§

tSeT o** O# X§

tSlT X§

tSAQ
tSeQ
tSlQ

x∥

o**

X§

O#

X§

X§

X§

tSAN X§ X§

tSeN O# X§

tSlN X§

tSAE X§ X§

tSeE O# X§

tSlE X§

See text andⒺ the supplement that is available in the electronic edition of BSSA for further
details on how final S pick and associated quality class is computed. For further description of
variables see Tables 1 and 4.

*? indicates that the detection of an S wave is possible.
†� indicates the detection of an S wave.
‡— indicates no detection of an S wave.
§X indicates that the time was used for quality assessment.
∥x indicates that the time was used for quality assessment if the time is closest to tSmin 2.
#O indicates that the time was used for quality assessment if Δepi ≥ ΔAIC1

.
**o indicates that the time was used for quality assessment if Δepi ≥ ΔAIC1

and if the time is
closest to tSmin 2.
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consider only picks of usable quality classes, the average pick-
ing uncertainty of the reference data set is about 0.23 sec.

Calibration and Test Mode

The calibration of our picking approach basically con-
sists of an iterative trial-and-error procedure. Parameters of
the picking components have to be iteratively adjusted until
the resulting performance fulfills the requirements for use in
high-resolution tomography as described by Di Stefano et al.
(2006) and Diehl et al. (2009). The assessment of the picker
performance for a given set of (appropriate) parameters is
described in the following section. Some guidelines on
how a set of appropriate parameters is derived for a certain
data set is provided at the end of the Calibration and Test
Mode section.

Assessment of Picker Performance. We applied the auto-
matic picking approach to the waveforms of the reference
data set and compared timing and error assessment against
reference picks. Predicted S-arrival times are calculated in
the regional minimum one-dimensional P-wave model of
Diehl et al. (2009) divided by a constant VP=VS ratio of
1.70. The corresponding hypocenters are relocated in the
same minimum one-dimensional model as described by
Kissling (1988) or Husen et al. (1999) using only P arrivals.
The optimal performance was obtained with the picking
parameters summarized in Table 4. The suggested values

are derived from a parameter search, which is described
subsequently.

The resulting performance of the automatic picker and
the error assessment can be displayed in matrix form, as
illustrated in Figure 7. A satisfactory automatic picking
and quality assessment is achieved if the deviation between
the automatic and reference picks is within the error inter-
val of the corresponding automatic quality classification
(σij ≤ εj and σj ≤ εj) and if only a few low-quality reference
picks are upgraded to higher quality classes by the automatic
picker (Fig. 7). Both requirements are satisfied with our auto-
matic picker. All σj are less than or equal to εj (lowermost
row of Fig. 7) and none of the reference class 3 picks (re-
jected class) is upgraded to the high-quality class 0 or 1 (dark
shaded matrix-fields in Fig. 7). Only two reference picks that
were rejected (not picked due to complicated waveforms)
were upgraded to class 2 by the automatic picker. Further-
more, we observe no significant systematic bias between
automatic picks and reference picks (lowermost row of
Fig. 7). The mean value of ΔAR seems slightly negative
(automatic earlier than reference pick) for highest quality
class 0. For lower quality classes, automatic picks tend to
be marginally delayed in comparison to reference picks.
The upper limit of the average uncertainty for all usable auto-
matic picks can be estimated as described earlier. We obtain
an average uncertainty of 0.27 sec, which is only 40 msec
larger than the average uncertainty derived from the refer-
ence picks.

Figure 5. Examples of automatic S-wave picks at epicentral distances dominated by first arriving Sg phases (left-hand column) and first
arriving Sn phases (right-hand column) for different error intervals. The error interval derived from the automatic quality assessment is
represented by the vertical gray bars. The vertical long black bars denote the mean position of the S-wave onset. Error interval and mean
position agree very well with the actual S-wave arrival observed on the seismograms.
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Although the accuracy of the automatic picker is com-
parable to the reference picks, the automatic picker down-
grades a large number of potential high-quality picks to
lower classes (Fig. 7). Especially for class 1 and 2 more than
half of the reference picks are rejected by the automatic pick-
er. In addition, the recovery rate of 11% for class 1 is rather
low compared to classes 0 (38%) and 2 (20%).

Ⓔ As discussed in the supplement that is available in
the electronic edition of BSSA, an appropriate weighting
scheme for seismic tomography can be achieved by merging

classes 0 and 1. The simplified weighting scheme contains
only two usable classes (0 and 1) and one reject class (2), as
illustrated in Table S3. The highest quality represents the lar-
gest populated class, and the average picking uncertainty
adds up to about 0.29 sec in this new weighting scheme (only
slightly higher than the average uncertainty in the original
weighting scheme). Such a well-balanced weighting scheme
facilitates the model parametrization for tomography. On the
other hand, the original weighting scheme of Figure 7 is
more suitable for earthquake location problems because it

Figure 6. Map of 3C stations and earthquakes in the Alpine region used for the case study. Black triangles indicate stations, white stars
denote locations of reference events used for the calibration of the picker, and white circles correspond to events used for the production
mode.

Table 3
Weight Assignments Based on Picking Errors for Reference S Waves from

49 Local and Regional Earthquakes in the Greater Alpine Region

S-Quality Class qS Error εqS (sec) Weight (%) Number of Reference Picks

0 �0:10 100 153 (19.2%)
1 �0:20 50 280 (35.1%)
2 �0:40 25 176 (22.1%)
3 >0:40 0 (rejected) 188 (23.6%)
Usable classes: 0–2 (76.4% of potential S phases)
Average picking uncertainty of usable reference phases: 0.23 sec

Number of reference picks refer to epicentral distances ≤150 km and potential
S phases to pick (3C recording and existing P pick).
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contains S arrivals of high accuracy (class 0, �0:1 sec),
which are assigned with a higher uncertainty of �0:2 sec
in the merged weighting scheme. In the earthquake location
problem, S arrivals of high accuracy significantly reduce the
location uncertainty.

To assess the performance of the automatic picker espe-
cially regarding systematic mispicks and outliers present in
the test-mode, we display the difference between automatic
and reference S picks (ΔAR) for usable automatic picks
against epicentral distance in Figure 8. In general, the
number of outliers is low and the corresponding errors are
large. The number of gross outliers increases in the distance
range of the triplication zone (Fig. 8), due to misinterpreta-
tion of later arriving phases such as Sg or SmS.

An additional technique to identifymispickedS arrivals is
the use of Wadati diagrams as described, for example, by
Kisslinger and Engdahl (1973) or Maurer and Kradolfer
(1996). Ⓔ Examples and results of such procedures are pro-
vided and discussed in the supplement that is available in the
electronic edition of BSSA. The modified Wadati diagram of
Figure S7b in the supplement suggests difficulties and ambi-
guity in manually picking and identifying Swaves, especially
beyond the crossover distance between Sn and Sg. On the
other hand, the more conservative quality assessment of the
automatic approach significantly reduces the scatter in
S-phase arrivals (Fig. S7a in the supplement) at the cost of
a lower number of usable picks. Finally, we point out that prior
to any final velocity model estimation, the consistency of the
automatic S picks have to be evaluated in an iterative inversion
procedure as described, for example, by Kissling (1988) or

Table 4
Summary of Basic Parameters That Have to be Adjusted for the Described Picking Approach

Parameter Description Value

General Parameters
Δmax

epi Maximum epicentral distance 150 km
ΔAIC3

Distance above which Sn is expected as first arrival 100 km
Parameters for STA/LTA Detector
Δst Length of short-term window 0.2 sec
Δlt Length of long-term window 2.0 sec
tup Minimum time CF above threshold 0.05 sec
Parameters for Polarization Detector
cw Water level to stabilize the picking 0.06
tup Minimum time CFS above threshold 0.10 sec
tdw Maximum time CFS drops below threshold 0.05 sec
Parameters for AR-AIC Picker
ΔAIC1

Distance above which predicted S is used for configuration 70 km
ΔgN, ΔgS Initial length of picking window (before/after tAC) 1.0 sec
ΔLN, ΔLS Initial length of noise/signal model window 1.0 sec
Parameters for Quality Assessment
ΔAIC2

Distance above which AIC-quality is considered 50 km
S2N1

min (0) Minimum signal-to-noise ratio for class 0 (Δepi < ΔAIC3
) 3

S2N1
min (1) Minimum signal-to-noise ratio for class 1 (Δepi < ΔAIC3

) 3
S2N2

min (0) Minimum signal-to-noise ratio for class 0 (Δepi ≥ ΔAIC3
) 3

S2N2
min (1) Minimum signal-to-noise ratio for class 1 (Δepi ≥ ΔAIC3

) 2

The suggested values are derived from a parameter search that compares automatic picks with reference picks of
local earthquakes within the greater Alpine region as described at the end of the Calibration and Test-Mode section.

Figure 7. Performance of automatic S-wave picker (four quality
classes) in matrix presentation similar to Di Stefano et al. (2006).
The number of picks of reference class i classified by the automatic
picker as class j is represented byNij. Percentages correspond to the
number of automatic picks per reference quality class. Diagonal ele-
ments represent correctly classified automatic picks (reference and
automatic weight are the same). Off-diagonal elements represent
picks that were upgraded or downgraded by the automatic picker.
NRef

i for each row is equal to the sum over j of the corresponding
Nij; NAut

j for each column is equal to the sum over i of the corre-
sponding Nij. The σij denote the standard deviation of the differ-
ence ΔAR between automatic and reference pick for each matrix
element. The εi refer to the error of quality class i used for reference
picking. NAut

j , σj, and ΔARj represent the number, standard devia-
tion, and mean of ΔAR for all automatic picks classified as j, re-
spectively. Note that none of the reference class 3 picks (rejected
class) has been upgraded to high-quality class 0 or 1.
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Diehl et al. (2009). Identified mispicks have to be removed
from the data set.

Parameter Search Procedure. To derive a satisfactory
picker performance for a certain data set, appropriate values
of the parameters listed in Table 4 have to be evaluated from
a trial-and-error procedure. The picker is applied to the ref-
erence data for each set of parameters, and its resulting per-
formance has to be assessed as described in the previous
section. To facilitate the parameter search, we provide some
guidelines on how the parameters have to be evaluated.

The general parameters Δmax
epi and ΔAIC3

depend mainly
on the Moho topography of a region and the data quality.
Initial values can be estimated from the analysis of reference
or routine picks versus epicentral distance. The break off of
reliable Sn observations indicates Δmax

epi ; the characteristic
kink in regional travel-time curves indicates the approximate
crossover distance ΔAIC3

.
Subsequently, both detectors should be separately ad-

justed aiming at a compromise between hit rate and accuracy
and at avoiding large numbers of false detections. As for the
combined approach, the performance of detectors has to be
checked against the reference data. The choice of Δst and
Δlt mainly controls the degree of resolution of the CF. A
lower resolution usually results in more stable detection.
Time thresholds tup and tdw control the sensitivity of the
detectors and depend mainly on the expected dominant fre-
quency of the signal. For tup we suggest initial values be-
tween half and twice the smallest error interval ε0 used for
the reference picking. Because tdw accounts for short singu-
larities in the CF, we suggest a value between 0 and tup. The
water level cw should be estimated from a few high signal-
to-noise S phases. Before choosing our preferred value of
0.06, we tested a range between 0 and 0.1 with our data set.

Because of the dynamic configuration of search win-
dows in our AR-AIC picker, the choice of initial picking

windows (ΔgN and ΔgS) and model windows (ΔLN and
ΔLS) is less critical. The model and noise windows depend
mainly on the maximum expected period, and the initial
picking window can be estimated from the maximum devia-
tion between predicted arrival and actual arrival time in the
reference data. Values of about 0.5 –2 sec should be appro-
priate. The initial value of ΔAIC1

can be estimate from
the distance above which detectors become less reliable.
Initially, it can also be set toΔAIC3

and then reduced stepwise
until a satisfactory accuracy is achieved.

Initially, all parameters related to the quality assessment
can be disabled by using a corresponding default value
(ΔAIC2

� Δmax
epi , minimum S2N � 1 for all classes, etc.).

If the resulting performance does not fulfill the requirements,
ΔAIC2

should be gradually reduced. If there are still single
mispicks present in the resulting automatic picks, certain
minimum signal-to-noise thresholds have to be defined.
Of course, highest quality classes should denote higher
thresholds. After final consistency checks, like Wadati
diagrams, additional VP=VS filters can be defined by κmin

and κmax. Eventually, the performance for different frequen-
cy bands should be tested by applying specific waveform
filters. Ⓔ Further information is provided in the supplement
that is available in the electronic edition of BSSA.

Production Mode

In the production mode the calibrated automatic picker
is applied to a data set of 552 local earthquakes in the Alpine
region (white circles in Fig. 6). The majority of the approxi-
mately 13,300 P arrivals in this data set were picked with the
MannekenPix (MPX) picking tool of Aldersons (2004) as de-
scribed in Diehl et al. (2009). Predicted S-arrival times are
calculated in the same one-dimensional velocity model used
for the test mode. Within this data set, 4986 seismograms
satisfy the minimum requirements for automatic S-phase
picking (P pick available, 3C recording, andΔepi ≤ 150 km).

Figure 8. Difference between automatic and reference pickΔAR against epicentral distance for usable automatic picks of class 0 (circles)
and 1 (crosses) in simplified weighting scheme. Dashed lines represent the error interval of class 0 (�0:2 sec), and dotted lines indicate the
error interval of class 1 (�0:4 sec). The number of gross outliers increase in the distance range of the triplication zone. In this distance range
the first arriving weak Sn is followed by an impulsive Sg, and a mispick on a later phase is likely.
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Because our picking approach assumes the S-wave ar-
rival before and close to the maximum horizontal amplitude
yMHA, it requires that spikes and clipped amplitudes are de-
tected and removed from the data. We implemented a run-
ning average despiking routine and a clipping detector,
which are applied prior to the picking procedure. Waveforms
with clipped amplitudes are rejected by default. The despik-
ing routine and the clipping detector were calibrated during
the test mode. From the 4986 potential 3C recordings, 453
(9%) are rejected due to clipped amplitudes.

The productionmode yields 1618 class 0 (�0:2 sec) and
973 class 1 (�0:4 sec) automatic picks. Hence, 57% of the
(nonclipped) potential S phases could be picked with our ap-
proach. If outliers are disregarded, the average picking uncer-
tainty amounts to about 0.27 sec. Because outliers are
associated with errors up to several seconds, they lower the
average accuracy of the automatic picks significantly. Ⓔ
Therefore, outliers from the production mode have to be iden-
tified and removed from the data set as described in the sup-
plement that is available in the electronic edition of BSSA.
S picks indicating VP=VS ratios >1:75 were cross checked
against waveforms for distances >50 km in a semiautomatic
procedure to assess the number of outliers due to misinter-
preted phases. From 450 analyzed automatic picks, 42 (9%)
were identified as obvious mispicks or highly questionable
automatic picks. Most of these mispicks resulted from phase
misinterpretation analogous to example e1 in Figure 8 in the
distance range of the triplication zone (90–110 km). The 42
clearly identifiedmispicks represent about 2%of all automatic
picks.

Discussion and Conclusion

The approach presented in this work integrates three of
the most commonly used techniques for automatic S-wave
detection and picking. If applied independently, none of
the described methods is able to provide robust automatic
picks at local to regional distances. STA/LTA pickers are
rather sensitive to later P-wave energy present in the coda,
polarization pickers can fail due to uncertainty in rotation or
an insufficient degree of linear polarization, and the reliabil-
ity of AR-AIC pickers depends strongly on the setup of the
corresponding search windows.

By combining different picking techniques we improve
the stability of the automatic picking, and, in addition, we
derive in situ information about timing uncertainty and phase
identification of the automatic picks. Our automatic ap-
proach provides timing accuracy comparable with manually
picked S arrivals. More important, classification of impulsive
high-quality S waves agrees very well with the manual error
assessment. Compared to the reference picks, emergent and
complex S arrivals are classified rather conservatively by the
automatic picker. On the other hand, only very few poor-
quality S arrivals are upgraded by the automatic picker to
usable quality classes. The conservative quality assessment
of the automatic picker results in a lower number of usable

picks but with less outliers as compared to the refer-
ence picks.

The number of automatic mispicks due to misinterpreta-
tion of impulsive later arrivals increases especially in the
range of the crossover distance between the Sg and the
Sn phase. Detectors, as well as predictive AR-AIC pickers,
often miss the preceding weak Sn phase. The main difficulty
for the predictive AR-AIC picker is the proper configuration
of the noise and the signal model windows. If parts of the
impulsive later arriving phase are included in the signal win-
dow, a detection of the preceding small Sn is usually impos-
sible. A first step to overcome this problem is the proposed
dynamic configuration of the windows utilizing additional
information from the STA/LTA function. Although this meth-
od avoids already some of the misinterpretation, it still fails
for a large number of Sn phases. A possible future approach
could include an AR-modeling window, moving from the
noise part toward the expected Sn signal as proposed, for
example, by Bai and Kennett (2000). The onset of a seismic
signal is then characterized by increased order and values of
the AR coefficients. Furthermore, multivariate AR modeling
might improve the success rate of the AR-AIC component. As
an addition, the polarization analysis can be extended to in-
clude the uncertainty in the rotation angles and by the use of
complex traces as suggested, for example, by Vidale (1986),
Bai and Kennett (2001), or Greenhalgh et al. (2005). Such
further developments might lead to an improved perfor-
mance of the polarization detector at larger distances. Future
extensions should also include adaptive techniques to facil-
itate the calibration of the presented approach. Accounting
for the dominant frequencies of the signals and pattern recog-
nition techniques might reduce the number of user-defined
parameters.

The outliers present in the reference data demonstrate
that incorrect identification of S phases (especially Sn) is
also a significant problem in hand picked data sets. The im-
plementation of CFs provided by detectors and AR modeling
into routine picking tools could facilitate and improve the
visual identification and picking of S waves.

The resolution and reliability of tomographic models is
strongly dependent on the quality and consistency of the in-
verted arrival-time data. To derive consistent and large data
sets for regionalmodelswe have to apply automated repicking
to waveform data because routine phase data from different
networks usually do not contain a common quality assess-
ment. Considering the large amount of data necessary for
high-resolution regional tomographic models, manually
repicking of waveforms does not represent a feasible alterna-
tive. As mentioned before, the average accuracy of our auto-
matic approach is comparable to the average accuracy of
manually picked S arrivals. In three-dimensional body-wave
tomography the minimum resolution of a velocity perturba-
tiondependsmainly on themodel parametrization and the data
error. A VP=VS perturbation of�5%within the midcrust in a
volume of 25 × 25 × 15 km results in an S � P residual of
ΔSP � 0:29 sec, assuming a background VP=VS � 1:73,
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VP � 6:0 km=sec, and a ray length of 20 km through the
three-dimensional volume. This anomaly in VP=VS can only
be resolved if the sum of the absolute observation errors in the
P- and S-wave arrivals is smaller thanΔSP. With the average
picking uncertainty of 0.27 sec for automatic S picks in our
application, it is certainly difficult to resolve anomalies in
VP=VS < 5% if we assume a mean uncertainty of at least
0.1 sec in the P-arrival times.

Together with the MPX picking tool of Aldersons
(2004), our approach offers the possibility to generate sets
of high-quality P- and S-phase data suitable for local and
regional tomography.

Data and Resources

The waveform data set of local earthquakes used in this
study is described in further detail in Diehl et al. (2009). Re-
ference picking was performed with the SeismicHandler
package (Stammler, 1993) and most of the plots were gen-
erated using the Generic Mapping Tool of Wessel and
Smith (1995). To obtain an implementation of the presented
S-picking algorithm, send a request to the authors.
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